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Light endowed with orbital angular momentum, commonly termed optical vortex light, has an azimuthal
phase indexed by the orbital quantum number l. In contrast to the two basis states of the optical spin
angular momentum, the interest in the information content of optical vortex beams is centred on the
assumption that |l〉 forms a countably infinite set of basis states. The recent experimental observation
that group velocity is inversely proportional to l provides a theoretical basis for a practical measure of
information transfer. This Letter sets an upper bound on that measure.
1. INTRODUCTION
The basic unit of information is the ’bit’; it represents
the change in uncertainty from a state of two equally-
probable possibilities (0, 1) to a definite measurement of
the outcome [1, 2]. The left- and right- handed photon po-
larisation basis states, a manifestation of the spin angular
momentum (SAM), provides a physical realisation of a
’bit’. When states representing bits exist in entangled su-
perpositions, they are known as qubits and are normally
depicted as unit vectors in a two-dimensional complex
vector space [3]. Operations on qubits offer the poten-
tial for vast improvements over classical computing; for
example, the execution of algorithms that run exponen-
tially faster than the best-known equivalent. Despite this,
the number of retrievable bits in a quantum system is
bounded by that contained in its classical counterpart [4].
A simple corollary is that any theorem that limits classi-
cal information content is directly applicable to quantum
information. Information can be encoded into a single
photon using any measurable degree of freedom [5], in-
cluding: frequency [6, 7], spatial structure [8, 9], complex
polarisation [10], temporal structuring [11].
Light with a phase that varies with azimuthal angle
around the wavevector axis is endowed with orbital an-
gular momentum (OAM) and is commonly termed opti-
cal vortex (OV) radiation. These beams have Poynting
vectors that spiral around the direction of propagation
[12] and have an azimuthally varying phase factor e−ilφ,
where l is the OAM quantum number and may be a pos-
itive or negative integer. In some situations, the effect
of SAM and OAM can be equivalent [13], but in gen-
eral they have different physical manifestations. In ran-
domly oriented samples, SAM is responsible for differen-
tial interactions with chiral molecules [14–17]. However,
the enantiomer-dependent electric quadrupole transition
moments can engage with OAM to produce some chiral
effects [18]. The recent interest in optical vortex light is
due to the large number of potential, and realised, ap-
plications. For example: detecting the rotary or lateral
motion of particles in the beam cross-section [19–21], the
masking of parent stars with an OV coronograph to al-
low direct imaging of companion objects [22, 23], or im-
posing one form of optical torque on a nano- or micro-
scale particle [24]. The interest in the information content
of OV photons stems from the assumption that, since |l〉
forms a countably infinite set of basis states, the number
of bits encoded in a photon is only bounded by experi-
mental effects. Specifically, the question of whether there
is a maximum information capacity for OAM light is an
active area of research [25, 26]. The study of singularime-
try suggests a practical limit on the use of OAM beams
for information transfer, since interaction with a topolog-
ical aberration results in decomposition of an optical vor-
tex into multiple lower-order beams [27]. However, the
benefits of OAM beams for eavesdropping-resistant free-
space information transfer [28] and optical fibre to free-
space coupling with artificial turbulence [29] have been
experimentally verified. It has been demonstrated that
four light beams with different values of orbital angu-
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lar momentum can be multiplexed and demultiplexed al-
lowing transmission of over one terabit per second [30].
The issue of single photon detection is an active area of
study [31] as quantum information processing is depen-
dant on the entanglement of pairs of [32] (or multiple
[33]) OAM photons.
2. MODIFICATION OF THE PHASE AND
GROUP VELOCITY OF LIGHT
The constraint typically applied when modelling a elec-
tromagnetic field in a waveguide is that the field must
be zero at the boundaries. The consequences are that the
axial wavevector becomes dependent on the frequency,
ω, and the width of the guide [34], and below a certain
critical frequency, the field decays exponentially in the
guide. Dispersion may also be caused by other geomet-
ric boundary conditions or by interaction with a medium,
and through either constraint the phase and group veloc-
ity become separate. The latter is the velocity at which
the envelope of a wave packet travels through space.
Here, the geometric boundary conditions are enforced
by the lights spatial structure. As structured light has a
transverse component of the wavevector, the path length
has an additional contribution. To secure a result that is z-
independent the paraxial approximation is required, and
the group velocity for an arbitrary optical field becomes:
vg =
c
1+ 〈kˆ2⊥〉/2k
2
0
, (1)
where kˆ⊥ = −i∇⊥ and k0 is the magnitude of the
wavevector. Any structured beam with a non-zero ex-
pectation value for kˆ⊥ will experience vg < c. Here we
consider a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) optical field as repre-
sentative of anOV. However Bessel beams, also endowed
with OAM, have similarly been experimentally verified
as having a subluminal velocity [35, 36]. Using the LG
optical field profile delivers the expectation value as:
〈kˆ2⊥〉 =
2
w20
(
2p + |l|+ 1
)
, (2)
where w0 is the minimum beam waist and p is the radial
quantum number [37]. The OAM photon (group) veloc-
ity is then inversely proportional to l. The integer p is
a measurable quantised degree of freedom for a photon,
can encode information [38] and plays a role in angular
beam shifts [39]. For clarity, the proceeding analysis as-
sumes p = 0 and l ≥ 0. The inclusion of the radial and
negative l modes will be discussed at the end of this Let-
ter.
3. LIMITS ON PHOTON INFORMATION CON-
VEYANCE
Theoretically the number of symbols, N, required to com-
municate B bits of information is 2B, assuming an equal
probability of each symbol occurring [2]. Let us take an
example: Using a basis of l ∈ {0, 1} conveys one bit per
photon. The addition of states l=2 and 3 provides four
total outcomes and therefore the possibility of encoding
two bits of information. Visualising three photons each
with two possible states (for example, left and right cir-
cular polarisation) provides justification for the require-
ment of eight possible outcomes to encode three bits. In
the case of OAM photons, the encoding of three bits of
information requires the ability to perfectly distinguish
between the first eight l values. Extending this argument
and including the Gaussian (l = 0) mode, a measured
statewith l+ 1 possible symbols conveys N = log2
(
l+ 1
)
bits of information. The exponential increase in required
states is well-known in spatial encoding: to encode 10.5
bits per photon Tendrup et al [8] needed to employ 8
times more symbols than previous work, which reported
7 bit per photon as highest value for random keys [9], and
is comparable to what has been achieved in temporal and
polarization encoding [11].
To elucidate the issues surrounding detection, we con-
sider a device that will either generate a photon with
the phase structure of an l = 1 or 2 LG optical vortex
(p = 0). The detection of multiple photons allows for
the resolution of either of the donut modes and a pre-
cise determination of whether l = 1 or 2 light is being
sent. However, since the intensity distributions of each
mode overlap considerably, the detection of a single pho-
ton will not provide enough information to reduce the
uncertainty in l to zero, and will therefore convey only
a fraction of a bit. One might use two distant l values,
for example l = 1 and l = 20, so that the overlap of the
intensity distributions is essentially zero; the detection of
a single photon would then spatially resolve the OAM
modes, within a high confidence interval. It is worth
noting that this method requires increasingly large gaps
between l-values since the overlap between consecutive
modes increases as l → ∞. It has been shown that a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a rotated Dove prism
in each light-path can form the base units of a device that
can, in principle, distinguish an arbitrary large number of
OAM states at the individual photon level [40]. Thus, to
proceed we assume that photon OAM states are perfectly
differentiable. In fact, high-fidelity OAM sorting may be
possible with nano-scale detectors [41].
The assumption here is that individual photons and
the contained information travels at the free-space group
velocity. In a medium, information can propagate faster
than vg (but not faster than c) [42], however it is estab-
lished that individual photons travel at the group veloc-
ity [43, 44]. Indeed, it is hard to imagine a situation where
optical information arrives before the detection a photon.
To proceed we consider a photon travelling at the
group velocity over a distance d to a detector; the time
taken is δt = d/vg and the rate that information arrives
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per photon per unit time is delivered as:
I =
c
d
log2
(
l + 1
)
1+
(
1
k0w0
)2(
l + 1
) , (3)
where d is the distance travelled. Finding where the
derivative with respect to l is zero yields the maximum
value of the rate of information transfer:
Imax =
c
d
W
( k20w20
e
)
ln
(
2
) , lmax = e
1+W
( k20w20
e
)
− 1, (4)
where c is the speed of light, d is the distance travelled.
Here, W is the principal branch of the Lambert-W func-
tion [45], which is the inverse of f
(
W
)
= WeW . These are
the main results of this Letter. Figure 1 displays a plot of
I against l based on Equation 3 over a transmission dis-
tance of 1 km. For an infrared photon Imax is obtained
when l ≈ 1.38× 107; this corresponds to a transfer rate of
6.68megabits per photon per second, which is≈ 22 times
the information transfer rate of a two-state photon travel-
ling at c, here designated by the constant I2S = c/d. Di-
viding Equations 3 and 4 by I2S delivers results that are
manifestly independent of distance. Specifically, Equa-
tion 3 becomes the proportionate increase (or decrease)
in information conveyance afforded by using OAM basis
states over another two-state photon degree of freedom,
e.g. polarisation.
In the limit l → ∞, similarly I → 0 as the light
slows to a halt, thus all values of k0 have a maximum
value. The UV example in Figure 1 has a maximum
value beyond the range of the graph of l ≈ 109, where
Imax = 28.6 × I2S. Choosing an experimentally realis-
able OAM content of l = 300 [46] for a photon with
λ = 400nm delivers an information content of 8.2× I2S.
In the latter example, an approximate three-fold increase
in the information capacity to Imax = 23.9× I2S requires
more than 4.2× 107 extra distinguishable l-values.
A curious observation is that the imaginary parts of
the analytic continuation of the Lambert-W function de-
scribes a surface with striking similarity to a plane of con-
stant phase in an optical vortex.
4. CONCLUSION
Often discussed in the recent studies on optical OAM
states of high dimensionality is the potential for large
photonic information capacity [47, 48]. This Letter sets
out an analytically tractable upper bound on information
conveyance for photons endowed with OAM. The con-
clusion is clear: it becomes progressively more difficult
to encode information in the OAM degree of freedom of
a photon as l approaches lmax, given in Equation 4. For
clarity, the arguments presented above ignore the radial
quantum number, p and values of l < 0. However, Equa-
tion 3 is easily modified by the replacement l → 2|l|+ p
in the numerator and l → |l| + 2p in the denominator.
It is worth noting that the theory presented here applies
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Fig. 1. A plot of the rate of information transfer, I ,
against the distinguishable orbital angular moment
values, l, for a range of near-visible wavelengths. The
beam-waist is fixed at 2.3mm and transfer is considered
over a distance of 1km. The right-hand scale is in units
of 299,792 bits/s - the rate of information transfer over
1km of a photon travelling at c and carrying one bit. The
UV example has a maximum value beyond the range of
the graph of l ≈ 109.
only to information conveyance; stationary light pulses
[49] may still encode a theoretically unbounded amount
of information - limited only by the required exponen-
tial increase in detectable basis states. Thus, there are
less implications for OAM beam use as optical memory
[50]. In fact, the difference in group velocity can aid with
separation of possible OAM states in the temporal do-
main. Holevo’s theorem [4] states that no more than n
bits can be obtained from n qubits. Thus, although the re-
sults of this Letter have been framed in terms of classical
bits, they are equally applicable to quantum information
transfer. In the special case of superdense coding, at most
2n bits may be retrieved from n qubits and Equations 3
and 4 are multiplied by a factor of two [51, 52].
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